Allaah sends the wind
It blows in each place
In summer we feel it
It's cool on our face.

And when winter comes
The wind is still there
But this wind is colder
So warm clothes we wear.

Now when the wind comes
Then things start to blow
Look all around you
That's how you'll know!
The tree branches move
The bright flowers sway
And leaves start to fly!
   On each windy day!

And ships on the water
They need a wind - strong,
   Allaah sends the wind
   To move them along!

And also His clouds
   Allaah’s wind does blow
Then Allaah pours rain down
   From His clouds you know!

So keep looking out
   When this wind will come
And see Allaah’s Signs
   The wind is just one!

Allaah says in the Qur’aan (which roughly means):

“It is Allaah Who sends the winds, so that they raise up the clouds, and We drive them to a dead land and bring the earth back to life after its death. That is how the Resurrection on the Day of Judgement, will be…” [Soorah Faatir 35:9]
Allaah’s Winds move the clouds along. Then Allaah’s clouds pour down rain. The rain – by the permission of Allaah - brings the earth back to life after its death. We will also come back to life after death!

Find out more by reading:

‘We Are Going Back To Allaah’
(Go to Tawheed 4 Kids)